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Introduction
First reports for activity signatures in G and K single 
giants appear in late 80s and early 90s (Simon&Drake, 
1989; Strassmeier&Hall, 1988: Fekel&Balachandran, 1993, 
etc.), but they weren't widely accepted and activity or 
single status in these stars were debated. Later, 
Schroder&Hunsch, 1998; Hunsch et al. 1998, 2004; 
Gondoin 1999,2005, Konstantinova-Antova et al. 2001,2005 
studied activity indicators variability for more such stars. 
Recently, in addition to the  activity indicators we began a 
study of magnetic fields in a sample of 60 single G,K,M  
giants. Our study revealed that a significant fraction of 
these stars (about 50%) possess magnetic field and for 
some of them we studied its structure and variability 
using the spectropolarimeters NARVAL@TBL, France and 
Espadons@CFHT, Hawaii (Konstantinova-Antova et al., 
2008, 2009, 2010, 2012, and in preparation; Auriere et al. 
2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, and in preparation). 



Variability in late-type giants - examples:



G and K giants with known rotation period:

Clear  dependence on rotation 
for periods up to 200 days. S-
index has similar behavior as |Bl| 
max. One and the same dynamo 
operates in both “fast” and “slow” 
rotators. 

Deviation from the rules: few 
giants with slow rotation and 
strong magnetic field and 
activity (EK Eri, 14 Cet etc.). 
Supposed to be Ap star 
descendants.



G and K giants: properties and evolutionary 
status

     Magnetic field and its variability is 
observed in both fast and slow surface 
rotators. All detected stars are situated 
mainly in the region  of first dredge-up on 
the HRD. No stars with mass less 1.5 
Msun are detected. 

     



Convective turnover time and Rossby numberConvective turnover time and Rossby number

Charbonnel, Decressin, Lagarde, Aurière, 
Konstantinova-Antova, Dintrans (in preparation)
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Asteroseismic diagnosticsAsteroseismic diagnostics

Lagarde, Decressin, Decressin, 
Eggenberger, Ekström, Palacios (2012)

Value of maximum oscillation amplitude relative to that of the Sun (Amax/Amax, ) 
versus the large frequency separation ∆ν  (∝ square root of the mean stellar density)



Star       Other Name  Sp class  vsini     log Lx      Detection  Bl max    σ
                                                          km/s                                          G              G  
     
HD130144 EK Boo           M5III       8.5     30.30-31.50   DD             -8.10         0.60     
HD6860     beta And         M0III       5.6                           DD             -0.95         0.16
HD16058   15 Tri              M3III       5.4        30.80          DD              1.19         0.21
HD18191    RZ Ari            M6III       9.6                           DD              13.01       0.33           
HD150450  42 Her           M2.5III     2.5       29.41           nd              
HD167006  V669 Her       M3III        5.2                          DD             -0.90         0.24
HD184786  V1743 Cyg    M5III        7.8                           nd                
HD187372                        M2III        4.4       30.64          MD              0.54         0.34                
HD219734   8 And            M2III        4.9                          MD             -0.93         0.24

M giants with magnetic activity 
Until recently, M giants were not known to host magnetic 
fields.  Data on magnetic activity in such stars were sparse and 
indirect (Huensch et al. 1998; Karovska et al. 2005; Herpin et al. 
2006). Recently, we obtained data with a high accuracy for 
magnetic fields in a sample of 9 single M giants 
(Konstantinova-Antova et al. 2010). 7 of them are Zeeman 
detected. For 4 stars we monitored the magnic field variability.  
Their variability is different than the observed one in G and K 

giants. 



Dependence |Bl| max – Vsini 
for the Zeeman detected 7 M giants



Evolutionary stage
      The evolutionary status 

was determined on the basis 
of the available data in the 
literature for Teff (Perrin et 
al. 1998; Dyck et al. 1998), 
parallax from Hipparcos, BC 
from Buzzoni (2010), and 
assuming solar chemical 
composition. Evolutionary 
tracks by Charbonnel 
&Lagarde (2010) were used.

       All studied M giants are 
situated near the tip of 
the RGB  or on the AGB. 
They have mass in the 
interval 1-4 Msol. 



    However, all these G,K,M single giants are designated in GCVS, 
SIMBAD@CDS etc. databases with different designations like BY Dra-
type, RS CVn-type, FK Com-type etc. All these types variable stars 
are different from the single active giants and such a wrong 
designation leads to confusion. 

    BY Draconis BY Draconis - -  main sequence variable stars of late spectral types, 
usually K or M. They exhibit variations in their luminosity due to rotation of 
the star coupled with star spots, and other chromospheric activity.

     UV CetiUV Ceti - a dwarf of spectral type dMe or dKe that is also eruptive 
variable; also known as a flare star. Within seconds the star may brighten by 
up to 6 magnitudes, then decline to a preflare level after several minutes or 
hours.

     RS Canum Venaticorum - RS Canum Venaticorum - close detached binaries with primary 
component being a G–K giant or subgiant and the secondary a subgiant 
or dwarf of spectral classes G to M. Since they are tidally locked close 
binaries, they are also fast rotators. Similar to other cool active stars, RS 
CVn-type variables have strong activity signatures.

      FK Comae FK Comae - - extremely fast rotators (~100 km/s at the equator). They are 
(apparently) single G, K giant stars  and show activity. Small group. A 
possible explanation for the rapid rotation of FK Comae stars is that they are 
the result of the merger of a binary. 

      For all these classes magnetic dynamo is the reason 
for their variability.

      



    

    Nevertheless a dynamo operates in single 
magnetically active G, K, M giants, their 
properties do not fit in definition with 
none of these classes. 

    We suggest they  to be considered as a 
separate class of variable stars. For this 
purpose, we propose the establishment of a 
working group on magnetically active 
single late-type giants to the IAU Division 
"Stars and Stellar Physics" and Comm. 27 
“Variable Stars”, to consider their 
properties and to propose their 
classification as a separate class of variable 
stars. 



   Tasks of the Working group on magnetically active Tasks of the Working group on magnetically active 
single  late-type giants:single  late-type giants:

   - to consider the properties of these variable stars and to identify them as a 
separate class of variable stars. To identify the eventual subclasses: 
magnetic G and K single giants (suggestion is to be called OP And-type 
stars, according to the announcement by Fekel&Balachandran (1993)); Ap 
star descendants (suggestion is this subclass to be called after EK Eri, the 
most impressive member of this gorup (Auriere et al. 2008; 2011) ; 
magnetic M giants at the AGB and tip RGB (suggestion is to be called after 
EK Boo, the first M giant with direct detection of magnetic field 
(Konstantinova-Antova et al. 2010)).  

  - to elaborate a list with the new designations of known magnetically active 
single late giants and to spread it to the Editors of  GCVS, SIMBAD@CDS 
etc. databases asking them to insert the correct designations for the 
objects.  Also, the new class variable stars will be widely announced 
through the existing e-newsletters like Cool News, AGB News, and at the 
Bcool website, because of this initiative starts from the Bcool project. 



Proposed organizing committee:Proposed organizing committee:

Michel Aurière (France)

Corinne Charbonnel (Switzerland)

Natalia Drake (Russia)

Francis Fekel (USA)

Renada Konstantinova-Antova (Bulgaria)

Agnes Lebre (France)

Pascal Petit (France)

Klaus-Peter Schöder (Mexico)

Gregg Wade (Canada)



Thank you for the attention!Thank you for the attention!
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